wassup blackberry

BlackBerry devices cannot officially run WhatsApp, but there is a workaround for phones
running BlackBerry Here is how to download. WhatsApp Messenger for BlackBerry is a
smartphone messenger that works between users of different phone systems and international.
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WhatsApp has stopped supporting a range of older smartphone operating systems, including
BlackBerry OS, BlackBerry 10, and Windows.29 Jan - 13 min - Uploaded by Jan Ole
Helmbold I finally managed to upload a new video and it's in my new studio! I hope this fix
works for.Device: Q10 OS version: BB10, WhatsApp version: This is just a summary of
information available elsewhere, but thought I.WHATSAPP fans on BlackBerry have been
given a boost after it was revealed the popular chat app will continue working on some devices
for.Superfans and holdouts using some older smartphone operating systems will have to bid
adieu to WhatsApp messenger soon—or at least the.Update: WhatsApp has updated the end of
support statement to extend functionality on BlackBerry OS and BlackBerry 10 devices up to
December 31, Find the best apps like WhatsApp Messenger for BlackBerry. More than 19
alternatives to choose: Viber 10, imo instant messenger, Facebook Messenger and.WhatsApp
no longer supports BlackBerry and Windows Phone. You'll need to upgrade if you want to
keep using the messaging platform. by.WhatsApp is bidding farewell to older mobile
operating systems as the year draws to a close. Specifically, it's ending support for BlackBerry
OS.WhatsApp is now 'dead' on BlackBerry OS, BlackBerry 10 OS, and Windows Phone (and
older) operating systems, as it has passed its.WhatsApp will stop support for all phones
running BlackBerry 10 OS and Windows Phone , and WhatsApp might even stop functioning
at.Popular messaging app WhatsApp rocked the BlackBerry boat at the end of when it
confirmed it would pull all support for the BlackBerry.WhatsApp has come out and said that
they will stop supporting the app for Blackberry OS (including the Blackberry 10). The worst
part?.BlackBerry Limited says it invented core concepts in mobile messaging app design that
Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram have copied.Mobile-technology firm BlackBerry has
sued Facebook, along with its Instagram and WhatsApp subsidiaries, charging that the social
giant has.WhatsApp has detailed its plans for older mobile operating systems, with less than a
week before the end of the year. The Facebook-owned.Just in case you had forgotten,
WhatsApp will be dropping support for devices running on BlackBerry OS, BlackBerry 10
and Windows Phone.BlackBerry Ltd on Tuesday filed a patent infringement lawsuit against
Facebook Inc and its WhatsApp and Instagram apps, arguing that they.WhatsApp has
determined that it will no longer support BlackBerry OS and Windows Phone and older
beginning December 31,
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